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In 1964, upon the formation of the International Council 
of Museums, ICOM, the definition of a museum, theoreti-
cally meant to be universal, was worked out.1 Since then 
museums have faced many challenges, resulting both from  
global transformations, but also tensions and transfor-
mations within the very institution. The museum defi-
nition debated on during the 2019 Kyoto ICOM General 
Conference is one of the consequences of those processes. 
In order to better understand the discussion and the un-
rest that stemmed from the text worked out by the ICOM 
expert team, it is necessary to see a broader picture of the 
processes occurring in museums over the past century. It 
is actually hard to pick and describe the most important of 
them without fearing being accused of oversimplifying the 
topic. The changes have been occurring on many levels, in 
different disciplines, at different locations worldwide with 
different intensity and dynamics. 

The present paper is merely an attempt at outlining  
a certain context which can be helpful for the discussion 
on the future of museums. Obviously, it is impossible to 
analyse all those processes and tendencies at the source 
of the transformations on several pages only. For practical 
reasons let me limit myself to signalling certain phenom-
ena, merely providing the Reader with references wher-
ever necessary.2 

A museum is a discovery of an exceptional potential, 
as said by the American historian Donald Preziosi; in the 
19th century, it became an essential element of a modern 
bourgeois national state.3 Its genius consists in describing 

the world in compliance with the chronology that helps us  
order the reality around us through the prism of a con-
temporary experience.4 By this token a museum had on 
the one hand become a representative of a given cul-
ture, space for intellectual discourse of knowledge and 
the authorities, yet on the other their very practical tool. 
However, when raising stable structures of a museum it 
can be easily forgotten that its foundation is to be found 
in the tangible and intangible heritage, which by its very 
nature undergoes change. The revolutionary character of 
the museum concept discovered with time consists in the 
processual character of the institution.5 The changes that 
take place in museums have to do with both their role 
within public space, and the solutions (tools) they apply. 

Museum entered the previous century as an expan-
sive institution, already well-rooted in the European tra-
dition, of a multi-layer ideological programme which,  
briefly speaking, combined an aesthetical approach to the 
amassed collections with participating in ‘democratic edu-
cation’ and disciplining society.6 The museum model based 
on this scheme was implemented not only in Europe, but 
almost in every corner of the world affected by European 
colonization. Although the institution’s scale, character, 
or operating mode depended to a great degree on local 
conditionings and their artists. The shaping of the system 
in the 19th century allowed to observe its weaker points 
and henceforth related problems, though it is worth em-
phasizing that the criticism of the Enlightenment museum  
accompanied the institution ever since its onset.7  
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It seems that in the first half of the 20th century the most 
interesting changes were taking place within museum edu-
cation, art, and ethnography. The academic and cognitive 
function of a museum is inscribed in the essence of the 
institution which is (continually) based on a hierarchical  
system: the museum being the source of knowledge, and 
the public its recipient. Already at the onset of the previous 
century what began to change was the manner of sharing 
information, this influenced by e.g. views of John Ruskin, 
John Dewey, and European reformatory movements in  
pedagogics, the so-called new education. 

The topic was tackled e.g. during the 1903 Mannheim 
Conference meaningfully titled: Museums as Key Places 
of Public Education (Museen als Volksbildungsstätte).8 
The main instigator of the meeting was Alfred Lichtwark, 
a teacher, Director of the Kunsthalle in Hamburg, one of 
the creators of museum education in this part of Europe. 
His recommendation was to forget dry historical lectures 
for the sake of stirring participants’ aesthetical impressions 
and educating through art, which reflected the claims of 
the ‘new education’. What served the purpose were e.g. 
guides, catalogues, sectioning out fragments within the dis-
play, as well as something that we would today call a ‘mu-
seum class’.9 In Anglo-Saxon countries in which the call for 
changes harmonized with the already undertaken attempt 
at the museum reform, the Mannheim Conference received 
a lot of attention.10 

However, the very transformation process of museum  
education was neither fast, nor easy. Museums continued 
one of the elements complementing school education, 
used to shape the attitude of the young public, marginal-
izing their individual predispositions or talents. It was also  
a credible source of knowledge for the grown-up public 
whose most important target public were ‘educated men’, 
obviously ‘white’.11 The unquestioned presence of women 
in museology as addressees, but more and more frequently 
as its co-creators, could be visible e.g. in the era of edu-
cation.12  However, the most essential change was relat-
ed to the role of the public and their expectations of the  
museum. More and more frequently, formal education, typi-
cal of schools and universities, was opposed by knowledge 
gained through experience and activity, not directly associ-
ated with science. It is not surprising that progress in this 
respect was visible particularly in North America in he 1930s 
and 40s.  Learning through fun and practice, adjusted to 
varied needs and knowledge levels, became a hallmark of 
informal education also in museums. 

It was not by coincidence that the gradual introduc-
tion of change in the teaching manner coincided with the  
reform of the museum display following the spirit of the 
then aesthetics.13 This consisting, first of all, in the limita-
tion of the number of the displayed objects and the adjust-
ing of their layout to the visitor’s perceptive capacity. The 
characteristic feature of that solution was the application 
of a neutral background which was to later develop into 
the famous white cube, as well as the introduction of bal-
anced lighting and precise information on the objects. As  
a result, next to the most interesting and valuable collection 
pieces, also other objects that fit well into the museum nar-
rative were displayed. Meanwhile, the resources hidden in 
storage rooms constituted the basis for academic research 

and fuelled the imagination of critics and columnists. The 
appropriate selection and means of display, as well as con-
servation of museum collections required specialist knowl-
edge, speeding up the formation of a museum professional. 

Furthermore, interesting changes occurred in the field 
of art collecting. Artistic museums were one of the more 
important carriers of national identification, not only in the 
‘century of museums’.14 The shift of focus from the collec-
tions of old art testifying to the taste, wealth, and prestige, 
to national art was ongoing from the mid-19th century, how-
ever the process climaxed in the early 20th century.15 In the 
USA the essential turn towards national art occurred during 
WW II, while in the postcolonial countries the interest in 
their native artistic production increased along the regaining 
and structuring of their own identity. The reference made 
then was not always to contemporary art; more often the 
identification axis was, and continues to be, art of the an-
cestors, in European tradition placed within archaeology, 
antiquity, or ethnography. Nonetheless, it was still in the 
early 20th century that the process of extending the domain 
of art with subsequent, previously neglected phenomena, 
continued.16 This was contributed to by the searches of the 
Avant-garde who going well beyond the valid classifications 
and limits, introduced, if only momentarily, an ‘anarchistic’ 
cognitive chaos in the art of the given period.17  

The resistance against artistic output that has not as yet 
passed its ‘test’ was strong enough to affect the activity of 
artistic museums. In the majority of cases the documenta-
tion of modern art occurred with a substantial delay, this 
observed by the American collector Gertrude Stein: in her 
view, museum by definition, cannot be modern. However, as 
if defiantly, the first museums of modern art had been cre-
ated still before her famous observation was pronounced.18    

In the first years following the Bolshevik Revolution, 
representatives of Russian Avant-garde worked out a mu-
seum concept: entirely exceptional and not used even at 
the moment of its creation. Rejecting the formula of the 
Enlightenment museum, they proposed the establish-
ment of ‘laboratories of contemporaneity’. Art Culture 
Museums were to be the venue for activity and experience 
extending the sphere of research, changeable, going be-
yond the limits of art, incorporating it into everyday life. 
Not only did the concept not coincide with the traditional 
museum vision of the time, but neither did it match the 
Communist world vision implemented by the Bolsheviks. It 
did not take the Communist authorities long to return to the  
‘traditional’ museum concept, strictly subduing it to the ide-
ology.19  Together with the artists emigrating from the Soviet 
Union, the ideas of the Russian Avant-garde reached the 
West. They were known both to Alfred H. Barr Jr (indirect-
ly), the first Director of New York’s Museum of Modern Art, 
MoMa (1929) and to Władysław Strzemiński (directly), ini-
tiator of the Collection of Modern Art of the ‘a.r,’ group de-
posited at the Julian and Kazimierz Bartoszewicz Municipal 
Museum of History and Art (1931).

More often, however, the ‘traditional’ artistic museum 
formula was applied, which did not prevent the promotion 
of this institution. Just like previously all museums, mod-
ern art museums, too, began to take root in the cityscape 
of capital cities and larger cities across all the continents.20 
The future was to show that the challenge to them was not 
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so much the topicality of the presented art, but first of all 
its domain: the sphere that went far beyond well-known 
painting, sculpture, or graphic art. For a long time the only 
response of the institution to the art pieces and artistic ac-
tions hard to classify, was to ignore them. 

The changes occurring in the art of the late 19th and early 
20th centuries were related to the growing popularity of ar-
tistic output from outside Europe: initially of the Far East, 
later also Africa and Oceania, the latter called l’art nègre, 
and later defined as primitive art. Ethnographic collections 
were characterized by a peculiar evolutionism. Classified 
artifacts were to ‘tell stories’ of the history of the devel-
opment of (wild) man pertaining to a given community or 
geographical region. Noticing in them aesthetical values 
made the ethnographic objects potentially representa-
tives of a given community and artistic objects as well.21 
When becoming a testimony to a certain culture, it could 
no longer be treated equally as a product of nature, which 
eventually invalidated the traditional viewing of the art of 
‘primitive peoples’. This approach was reflected e.g. in the 
International Conference: Museography. Architecture and 
Management of Art Museums (Conférence internationale 
d'études sur l'architecture et l'aménagement des musées 
d'art), held in Madrid in 1934. The artistic value of eth-
nographic collections which did not negate the valid geo-
graphic and social classification, essentially transformed the  
context of their display. On the one hand the objects were 
to allow getting to know a given culture, while on the other, 
they served to ‘enlighten exotic peoples’.22 

However, the best example in the shift of the approach 
to ethnography could be found in the latter’s profession-
alization. Research missions, with the best known 1931 
Dakar-Djibouti Mission conducted by French researchers, 
yielded new discoveries and thousands of objects which 
required an appropriate place for their studies and presen-
tation. The Paris Trocadéro Ethnographic Museum (Musée 
d’Ethnographie du Trocadéro) existing from 1878 with 
its ‘archaic’ concept could not meet these requirements. 
Therefore, the decision was made to create a new institu-
tion. Inaugurated in 1937, the Museum of Mankind (Musée 
de l’Homme) was created as if on the ruins of old ethnog-
raphy.23 The concept worked out by the ethnologist Paul 
Rivet combined the display space with research back rooms 
in the spirit of progressive humanism, above geographical, 
racial, and political divisions. This tendency was promptly 
continued also outside France. The Museum made attempts 
to present all cultures, except for the West European, with 
tolerance and respect for otherness, at the same time with 
reverence to aesthetical and scientific values. Thus, accord-
ing to James Clifford, an American historian, the Western 
order was present in the Musée de l’Homme everywhere 
except for the displays.24 

All the above-mentioned processes, with the exception of 
the revolutionary, though almost unknown concepts of the 
Russian Avant-garde, fit well the flexible museum formula. 
Neither was the latter damaged by the devastation of WW 
I and II, despite the volume of victims and people’s migra-
tion, annihilation of nations’ and cultures’ heritage, coupled 
with the transfer of museum objects: for their protection, 
through looting, and later through restoring efforts, yielded 
a serious reflection on the preservation of nations’ tangible 

and intangible heritage.25 What definitely increased was the 
awareness of the ideological potential that can be brought 
about by museums’ activity. The institution has taken such 
deep root in the reality around us that it would be diffi-
cult to imagine culture without museums even when one 
does not visit them. Theodore Low, an American educator, 
went as far as to state: No one can deny that museums have 
powers which are of the utmost importance in any war of  
ideologies.26 These words proved really true during the Cold 
War when museums became more or less subtle ideologi-
cal tools. 

Despite the war turmoil museums entered the second 
half of the 20th century as modern institutions, of sta-
ble position, and a strong social mandate. It was, among  
others, the activity of ICOM that helped its further steady 
development.27 The common platform for sharing knowl-
edge and experience quite quickly demonstrated, howev-
er, that expectations were different and challenges facing 
contemporary museums so multifaceted. Let us enumerate 
at least some factors the changes are connected with. The 
first being undoubtedly globalization.28 Although its connec-
tion with the democratic transformation continues debat-
able to researchers, the political transformation did have 
an essential impact on inspiring national awareness, and 
in consequence, also on the directions of the development 
of museums. Liberalization, struggle for equal rights, and 
the turn towards nature, yielded a wave of criticism of the 
establishment and the state-connected institutions. At the 
same time technological progress speeded up globalization 
processes, widening research and cognitive horizons of soci-
eties. Alongside the gradually more aggressive consumerism 
what could be observed were attempts to adjust standard 
solutions to the local needs of communities, the awakening 
nostalgia for the past, or rapture over new technologies.29 

The scale and pace at which these phenomena affect mu-
seums obviously vary. 

The working out of shared standards of preservation, con-
servation, and displaying museum objects was one of the 
first tasks undertaken by ICOM. What served as the basis 
for that was first of all the experience of museologists from 
Europe and America. The international network of museums 
enabled sharing the defined standards, but also receiving 
feedback. The latter evidently demonstrated that in some 
parts of the world certain claims were difficult to imple-
ment, e.g. due to the conditions of cultural, social, political, 
or economic nature, as well as to the climate peculiarity of 
a given region. Just to give one instance: tropical climate ac-
celerated destructive processes of museum objects, while 
economic conditions hampered the introduction of tech-
nological solutions appropriate for the collection preserva-
tion.30 What also differed was the understanding of the au-
thenticity of an object.31  

Introducing into the decision-making processes repre-
sentatives of museum-related circles from outside Europe 
or North America was thus connected with a multifaceted 
attitude to cultural heritage and required a change in the 
until-then applied approach. Debates on ICOM reform were 
undertaken on numerous occasions, accumulating in 1968, 
with the most tumultuous sessions between representa-
tives of the conservative approach and the reformers taking 
place three years later, during the 9th General Conference 
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in France.32 The symptom of the change was the adoption 
of the resolution stating that museums have to accept the 
fact that societies undergo constant change, while one of 
the basic responsibilities of every such institution is to cre-
ate solutions designed with society in mind as well as with 
the environment in which a given institution happens to 
be operating.

One of the most interesting responses to that claim is the 
‘New Museology’, defined also as an ‘ecomuseum’.  What 
serves as its grounds is the conviction that a museum should 
not focus exclusively on the collections and building, but 
on consolidating identity through strengthening coopera-
tion with the local community. Criticism was voiced of the 
concept of museums as an authority in culture, promoted 
by e.g. curators’ activities, this possibly consolidating the 
split into the elitist and mass public, the civilizing and the 
civilized.34 Additionally, museum exhibitions were analysed; 
they are the place of tensions and choices, not merely of 
aesthetical nature, but also political and ideological, which 
has an essential impact on the interpretation of the past 
and future.35 As pointed to by Andrzej Szczerski, the radi-
cal claims of the ‘New Museology’ could not become an 
alternative to state institutions.36 Reflection on the social 
and political role of museums led to shifting the balance 
in the relations between the institution and its public so as 
to strengthen the position of the latter thanks to the pub-
lic’s commitment to the process of creating the first. Thus, 
from the perspective of the ‘New Museology’ a museum 
can become a representative of varied groups of the public 
not so much imposing their vision of the world, but inter-
preting and explaining it. The basis of an ‘ecomuseum’ is 
to be found in care for the local heritage, also natural, and 
contribution of the community to shaping museum policy, 
this contribution based on the most important features of 
the ‘traditional’ museum understood as space for education, 
place to collect, preserve, and make available tangible and 
intangible heritage. 

An example of such can be seen in the Écomusée  du  fier  
monde in Montreal.37 Its first display dedicated to the heri-
tage of the city district was launched in 1981, and received 
great feedback from its residents who shared their memo-
ries of and information on the Centre-Sud. The collections 
gathered owing to this commitment encompassed tangible 
heritage (objects, photographs, documents) and intangible 
heritage (information acquired from memories, know-how, 
and tradition). Thanks to this it was possible to create the 
narrative which in a broader context included stories close 
and known to public members from their own experience. 
The shortening of the distance between the museum and 
the community that created it was based on the invitation 
extended to those groups which had remained marginal-
ized in the district’s cultural activity; the change was also 
observed in the language of the displays (information in 
the first person). Thanks to this the activity of the museum  
became more flexible and sensitive to the needs of the  
local community.38 

Apart from France and Canada, the ‘New Museology’ is 
also powerful in the countries of Iberian roots, this particu-
larly visible in South America.39 For example, since 2005 
Brasilia’s town of Ouro Preto has been implementing the  
space ‘musealization’ project meant to allow to re-interpret 

the heritage of the city and region in the social context.40   
In this particular case, the ‘ecomuseum’ means many spots 
within the city space important for the local community, e.g. 
churches, parks, squares, the gold mine, archaeological and 
natural zones. They are places of social, artistic, and cultural 
activities aimed at restoring knowledge of their impact and 
creators, understanding the role they play in the contem-
porary city, as well as at consolidating the identity through 
the knowledge of and respect for the past.   The transfer of 
museums from the function of the ‘culture lord’ to the role 
of one of many institutions co-responsible for shaping the 
cultural heritage of a region constitutes an element essen-
tial for creating space for the exchange of knowledge and 
cooperation in the spirit of the ‘New Museology’.

Similar assumptions could be found at the basis of the 
participatory museum context. Its proponent Nina Simon 
points to the role museums play in society: this is both pre-
senting high-quality contents and the possibility to co-create 
them by the public. The success of the participatory model is 
designing the co-participation in the way that allows to both 
effectively and attractively present the content created by 
the public. This is where the fundamental change lies.42 The 
idea has been successfully implemented in the e.g. Santa 
Cruz Museum of Art & History in California, US, Simon has 
been running since 2011. The essential policy shift of the 
Museum consisted in adjusting standard solutions, e.g.  
visual information, display space, educational proposals, to 
the needs and expectations of the public, and in emphasiz-
ing their participation in raising the institution and identi-
fication with the museum. The ‘Anything Goes’ Museum 
Project run by the National Museums in Warsaw (2016) cu-
rated by 62 children falls perfectly within the trend. The 
mounting of the Exhibition demonstrated how big a role in 
establishing the museum-visitor relation should be played 
by creating space facilitating the establishing of a personal 
emotional bond with the work.43 It goes without saying that 
the deepening of the institution-public relation provides an 
opportunity to enrich the experience, boosts satisfaction 
and capacity to assimilate the knowledge the museum con-
veys, this working for both the public and the institution’s 
staff.  Such activities are not possible without a deeper re-
flection on the museum essence, not merely on a global 
scale, but also, or maybe first of all, on a local and indi-
vidual one.44 

The late 1960s were decisive also for artistic muse-
ums. One of the greatest protests against institutional  
practices was connected with New York’s prestigious 
Museum of Modern Art. Established in 1969, the move-
ment called Art Workers’ Coalition (AWC) demanded, first 
of all, change in the display policy, pointing to the need to 
align collecting practices with artistic realities, pointing to 
minority discrimination and to favouring mainstream art-
ists, as well as to the unsettled copyright of the works in 
the Museum’s collections.45 Analogical problems pestered 
the majority of the institutions, regardless of whether they 
operated in capitalist or communist countries. The latter 
zone, for obvious reasons, was characterized by an essen-
tially different dynamics of the reforms.46 

It was already then that one of the most important  
reflection areas on the activity of art museums were cura-
tors’ and display practices, crucial for shaping the image 
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and strategy of art museums, criticized within the context 
of the ‘New Museology’.47 Opening the discourse by muse-
ums and making it more flexible consisted in the inclusion in 
the display process of artists (e.g. through curator projects,  
artists in residence) and the public, and also going out-
side the institution’s walls (open museum).48 The changes 
in an art museums are determined also by a certain trans-
gression of contemporary artistic activities occurring in all: 
social, political, and technological contexts. Thanks to this  
museum of art, particularly of contemporary art, within certain  
areas of their activity approximate ‘museum laboratories’ and 
the venue of events proposed by the Soviet Avant-garde.49  

For a long time museum modernization was identified 
with a more extensive use of new technologies and the 
change in the display narrative in such a way so as to ex-
pose so-called small narratives from within a broader con-
text.50 Since the 1990s these solutions have been particularly  
eagerly used by history museums of clear though developed 
narrative axis. The instances of such institutions are known 
well enough, so there is no need to enumerate them. It goes 
without saying that the popularity of such multimedia dis-
plays had been preceded by the success of science museums 
(centres) which drastically changed the till-then manner of 
conveying knowledge. However, more and more often the 
reflection on a museum collection and its display leads to  
a different look on the objects that create it. It is illustrated 
by the ‘turn towards things’, drawing inspiration from ‘new 
materialism’ in the humanities.51 

The currently occurring re-interpretation of a museum ob-
ject unquestionably derives from the experience of ethno-
graphic museums whose richness and burden at the same 
time are objects acquired beginning as of the 18th century 
in the course of missions, expeditions, explorations, and 
also often looting scientific expeditions. In many situations 
a public display of worshipped objects or specimens of  
a particular importance for the culture of a given communi-
ty may contradict the community’s system of values, which 
questions the concept of Western progressive humanism.  
This may be an appropriate point to mention The Museum 
of World Culture in Gothenburg, created around the col-
lections of the Swedish Academy of Sciences, and later of 
the ethnographic section of the Museum of Natural History 
(1900).52 The changes occurring in Swedish museology since 
the 1970s, supported by legislative activities of the state, 
have been meant to activate and expand the activities of the 
institution through increased participation of society and  
a complex documentation of the heritage.53 One of the steps 
harmonizing with the process of a gradual ‘decolonization’ of 
the ethnographic collections was the establishment of The 
Museum of World Culture (1999) meant to show the heritage 
in a broader than earlier context, with transparency and with 
respect for its diversity.54 One of the consequences of such  
a policy was the return in 2006 of the G’psgolox totem pole 
to the Haisla people; the totem had disappeared from a vil-
lage in British Columbia in 1929, and remained in the collec-
tion of the Swedish museum over that time.55 The attempt to 
re-interpret heritage does not apply only to the post-colonial 
collections, this testified to, for example, by the activity of The 
Seweryn Udziela Museum of Ethnography in Cracow, which 
thanks to the conducted research proposes a new approach 
to the Siberian collection it owns.56 

A similarly serious ethical problem is connected with the 
institutions which boast human and animal specimens in 
their collection. The following is stated in the Code of Ethics 
for Natural History Museums adopted in 2013 with regard 
to human remains: Where extant representatives of the cul-
tural groups exist, any display, representation, research and 
/or deaccession must be done in full consultation with the 
groups involved. Meanwhile: Animal remains should be dis-
played with respect and dignity regardless of the species or 
its origins.57 Today museums no longer collect animal skins, 
and the displayed collections testify to the earlier collect-
ing activity of natural history museums. Simultaneously, it 
is precisely these taxidermic specimens that are the most 
vulnerable to destruction, not merely due to biological dam-
age, but their decreasing visual attractiveness or negative 
interpretation by the public or the museums themselves. 
The moral dilemma resulting from the means of acquiring 
the specimens, and, in a larger picture, from the exploita-
tion of natural resources, casts a shadow on the collection 
evaluation, however undeniably some of the specimens 
boast exceptional importance for research into rare or  
extinct species.58 

The above-mentioned aspects of the changes occurring in 
contemporary museology, positive in their majority, do not 
mean that the process is entirely free of negative aspects. 
In many a case these reflections on museums and transfor-
mations are merely superficial, short-term; the participatory 
aspect is limited merely to running the social media, while 
political questions prove decisive not only for the direction 
of a given institution’s development, but also for its factual 
quality. Objections are raised in the case of excessive com-
mercialization, identifying a museum with an entertainment 
venue, or mercenary fashion of treating national heritage,  
this best testified to by the bitter comments of the French 
museologist Jean Clair announcing the crisis of museums.59  
Justified doubts are raised by new exhibition concepts which 
often – declaring a multi-threaded and open discourse  
– propose a distorted image of reality.60 What can astound 
are practices boosting visitors’ artificial emotions based on 
‘universal’, yet non-extant ‘facts’, questioning transparency 
and the truth that should be the foundation of museums.61 
Mention also has to be made of multimedia displays whose 
maintenance cost often exceeds the museum’s budget, 
while their scale is in disproportion to the public’s needs. 
Marginal to the debate are also environmental issues of run-
ning the institution which, while promoting socially respon-
sible attitudes, leaves a much higher carbon footprint than 
necessary. All these are obviously merely the tip of the ice-
berg created by problems and tensions resulting from the 
introduced changes and those being introduced.62 These 
are challenges far more serious, since they require more 
than just merely copying of the already existing ideas, and 
working out such solutions that remain in line with a given 
museum and the communities that create it.

The above choice of topics related to contemporary mu-
seums only signals the multi-layered structure of the prob-
lem. A museum is a reflection, but also a fragment of the 
changing world, and like itself it faces new, often unexpect-
ed challenges. In many cases criticism of museums does 
not do justice to the institution which, having been the tool 
of colonization, has during its existence been assimilated, 
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transformed, and is being used as one of the elements of 
building and consolidating identity. At the same time, it is 
precisely the resistance to the traditional structure and 
schemes that allows to expose the multi-aspect character 
of a museum and the potential to overcome the functions 
that are imposed on it. The so-far and still valid museum 

definition, drawing from the ‘European’ tradition unques-
tionably requires reflection. It is worth remembering, 
though, that a museum is a ‘brilliant experiment’, a place 
which thanks to people’s curiosity about themselves and the 
world should tend memory, tangible and intangible heritage, 
in a varied manner, both traditional and visionary.

Abstract: The debate on the museum definition under-
taken at the 2019 Kyoto ICOM General Conference points to 
the role played contemporarily by museums and the expec-
tations they have to meet. It also results as a consequence 
of changes happening in museums beginning as of the 19th 
century until today. Extremely important processes took 
place in the past century. Initially, the changes covered the 
museum operating methods, mainly within museum educa-
tion and display, however, they also had an impact on the 
status of objects in museum collections in the context of 
artistic and ethnographic collections. One of the most inter-
esting ideas for museum’s redefinition was that proposed 
in the 1st half of the 20th c. in the formula of Museums of 
Artistic Culture. However, the departure from the tradition-
ally conceived museum towards a ‘laboratory of modernity’ 
proposed by the Russian Avant-garde was still too revolu-
tionary for its times. 

Beginning as of the 1960s, next to the reflection on  
museums’ operating modes, there increased the emphasis 

on the role they played and the one they should play in mod-
ern society. It was phenomena of political, social, or eco-
nomic character that had a direct impact on the transforma-
tion of the shape of museums, these phenomena appearing  
under the banners of globalization, liberalization, democ-
ratization, glocalization. Criticism of museums and their  
up-to-then praxes drew attention to the essential character 
of the relation between the institution and its public. The 
turn towards society allowed for such formats to appear as 
an ecomuseum, participatory museum, open museum. The 
solutions derived from the New Museology not only point to 
the necessity to move the level of the relationship between 
museum and society, but first and foremost to reflect on 
museum’s activity which is assumed to create an institution 
maximally transparent and ethical. It is for various reasons 
that not all the solutions proposed by museums meet the 
criteria. Museums continue to face numerous challenges, 
yet they boast potential to face them. 

Keywords: museum, new museology, participatory museum, colonialism, museum education, new museum definition.
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sztuki. Od Luwru do Bilbao (2006). On curatorship praxis in Polish museology see: Zawód: kurator [Profession: Curator], A. Czaban, M. Kosińska (ed.), Galeria 
Miejska Arsenał, Poznań 2014.
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56 Ethnographic Museum, Research Projects tab, https://etnomuzeum.eu/projekty-badawcze/lista [Accessed: 10 May 2020].
57 ICOM Code of Ethics for Natural History Museums, Section1D, Section 2.1.D https://icom.museum/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/nathcode_ethics_en.pdf. 

The text does not apply directly to martyrology museums meant to commemorate crime victims, unequivocally implying respect for their remains.
58 R. Poliquin, The matter and meaning of museum taxidermy, ‘Museum and Society’ 2008, No. 6(2), pp. 123-34. Reflection on the role of an animal in  

a museum display covers not only taxidermic specimens, but all the animal-derived exhibits, while in the case of art museums, the use of animals in artistic 
practices.

59 A museum-forum, open museum. So much has been written about those blurred but also generous formulas? Open like a wound susceptible to infection? 
Like a city occupied by the army? – J. Clair, Kryzys muzeów. Globalizacja kultury, [Museum Crisis. Globalization of Culture, J.M. Kłoczowski (transl.), słowo 
/obraz terytoria, Gdańsk 2009, p. 31. The book was written in an act of protest against the deal between the Louvre executives and the Emir of Abu Dhabi 
to make the French collection available to the Louvre Abu Dhabi. 

60 See: A. Zięba, Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. Historicism and (anti) multimedia, ‘Muzealnictwo’ 2016, No. 57, pp. 249-276.
61 An example here can be found in the emotionally stirring ‘Daniel’s Story’ presented at the US Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC: the story 

of one boy, fictional but based on extensive research, L. Bedford, The Art of Museum Exhibitions: How Story and Imagination Create Aesthetic Experiences,  
Routledge, Walnut Creek 2014, pp. 57, 60.

62 Each museum, apart from the ‘universal’ challenges, also faces ‘its own’ difficulties, stemming from its activity profile, location, time, and people who 
contribute to creating it. It is impossible to enumerate them all, the majority, however, stem from the specificity of the country in which the museum oper-
ates, see: J. Sandahl, Polityka milczenia? Muzea jako autoportrety i zwierciadła społeczeństw [Reticence Policy? Museums as Society’s Self-Portraits and 
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